1. Subdivisions (b) and (e) of section 1264.4 of Title 19 of the Official Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations of the State of New York is amended to read as follows:

(b) Signs shall be affixed where a building or a portion thereof is classified as Group A, B, E, F, H, I, M or S occupancy, and in hotels and motels classified as Group R-1 or R-2 occupancy, in accordance with the provisions for the classification of buildings set forth in chapter 3 of the 2015 International Building Code, as amended by the 2017 Uniform Code Supplement (said publications being incorporated by reference in Part 1221 of this Title).

(e) Signs identifying the existence of truss construction shall contain the roman alphanumeric designation of the construction type of the building, in accordance with the provisions for the classification of types of construction set forth in section 602 of the 2015 International Building Code, as amended by the 2017 Uniform Code Supplement (said publications being incorporated by reference in Part 1221 of this Title), and an alphabetic designation for the structural components that are of truss construction, as follows:

“F” shall mean floor framing, including girders and beams

“R” shall mean roof framing

“FR” shall mean floor and roof framing

The construction type designation shall be placed at the 12 o’clock position over the structural component designation, which shall be placed at the six o’clock position.
2. Subdivisions (c) and (h) of section 1265.3 of Title 19 of the Official Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations of the State of New York are amended to read as follows:

   (c) IBC. The term IBC shall mean the 2015 International Building Code, as amended by the 2017 Uniform Code Supplement (said publications being incorporated by reference in Part 1221 of this Title).

   (h) IRC. The term IRC shall mean the 2015 International Residential Code, as amended by the 2017 Uniform Code Supplement (said publications being incorporated by reference in Part 1220 of this Title).